Data Erasure CA

Blancco Toolkit −
Easy, Light and Portable Solution for Your
On-The-Go Erasure Needs
Blancco Toolkit is a portable and standalone erasure solution
designed to perform both onsite and offsite data erasure.
Blancco Toolkit does not require a network or Internet connection. Its carbon fiber-style
casing gives it a smart, professional look and feel, designed to perform both onsite and
offsite data erasure.

Key Benefits
Ensure Regulatory Compliance Anytime, Anywhere
QQ

Carry out both onsite and offsite erasure with the easily portable toolkit, which
functions as a standalone erasure tool, with no Internet or network connection
required.

Report on Best Practices and Create Seamless Audit Trail
QQ

QQ

Perform due diligence on necessary data erasure requirements and report on best
practices to increase stakeholder buy-in.
Verify proof of compliance among national and international regulatory agencies,
including ISO 27001 and ISO 27040 with a tamper-proof audit trail.

Streamline Workflows and Increase Productivity
QQ

QQ

QQ

Simplify and refine internal workflows, processes and policies and strengthen
knowledge and awareness of data security within the business.
Validate rationale for resource planning and reduce overall costs of asset
management.
Centralize control and reporting of all erasure activities with 100% certified and
tamper-proof reports.

Why Blancco
As the de facto standard in
data erasure, Blancco provides
thousands of organizations with
an absolute line of defense against
costly security breaches, as
well as verification of regulatory
compliance through a 100%
tamper-proof audit trail.
Our data erasure solutions have
been tested, certified, approved
and recommended by 18
governing bodies around the
world.
No other security firm can boast
this level of compliance with the
most rigorous requirements set
by government agencies, legal
authorities and independent
testing laboratories.

Technical Specifications
Erasure

Contents

QQ

Performs 75-100 erasures per day per kit

QQ

Builds a secure data destruction process in just 5 minutes

QQ

Conforms to recognized international erasure standards

QQ

Blancco software CD

QQ

Perfect for single/multiple-site erasure

QQ

HASP key for storing licenses

QQ

4GB USB with USB boot application as standard

Installs easily and is extremely user-friendly

QQ

Super bright LED torch

Functions as a completely standalone erasure tool, with no
Internet or network connection required. Customized software
for your organization

QQ

12-in-1 multitool

User Management & Portability
QQ
QQ

QQ

Small size requires minimum storage space:

QQ

300mm x 205mm x 75mm, weight 1.2 kg

QQ

Attractive carbon fiber-style case is compact and lightweight

QQ

Outer carbon fiber-style case: 300mm x 205mm x 75mm,
weight 1.2 kg

Reporting & Auditing
QQ

QQ

QQ

Automatically generates certified, detailed reports after each
erasure
Protects against liability exposure by providing comprehensive
reports as proof of erasure
Reports provide asset details, such as service and asset tags
and serial numbers
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